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1: No, the God of the Qurâ€™an is Not the God of the Bible | Gerald McDermott | First Things
The Bible is written in the power of the Holy Spirit by those who were inspired/chosen by God; they were vehicles that
God used to bring His Word to the human kind. the quran was written by humans, not inspired by the true Living God,
but their manipulative desires to control all.

We are going to look at all the verses which have any bearing on the subject and examine them in their
context. Sometimes this context is only one verse or even half of a verse. But sometimes, it is necessary to
examine a whole page in order to show clearly the meaning of a word or phrase. Muslim writers have also
begun to recognize the need for this type of study. In the preface to his book, God of Justice, Dr. As an
obvious, but unimportant example, he speaks of Al-Baidawi commenting that in the phrase "earth and
heaven", earth is mentioned first "for when you have to climb, you move from bottom upwards. Rahbar claims
to be the first Muslim to make this type of coordinated study. He says, "After all, an exhaustive collection is
the full data. What right have we to quote a couple of passages on a subject when there are another three
hundred on the same? Of this pioneer aspect of the work I am absolutely sure. Muslim scholarship is invited to
improve upon the analysis or classifications of the exhaustive collections of Quranic contexts made herein, but
that classified exhaustive collections are made here for the first time none will deny. In addition, there are
some verses where the Arabic words were so important to the discussion that I chose to make my own literal
translation. This bends the English out of shape, but my purpose was to allow those readers who are not
familiar with Arabic to enter into the discussion. We will start with the Quranic verses referring to the Torah at
the time of Jesus and then move forward through history to the verses referring to the Torah and the Gospel
during the life of Muhammad. Finally we will look at the verses which specifically refer to tahrif change. The
Forbidding Al-Tahrim Jesus says, "I have come to you The Battle Array Al-Saff I am the apostle of God to
you, confirming that which IS between my hands from the Torah Recount my favor to you and to your mother
when I strengthened you with the Holy Spirit, so that you spoke to the people in childhood and in maturity. I
taught you the Book and Wisdom, the Torah and the Gospel We can only conclude from this that the True
Unchanged Torah was present in the first century when Jesus lived. Recount my favor to you I inspired the
disciples al-hawariyun to have faith in Me and My apostle Jesus. We believe in God and you must bear
witness that we are Muslims submitted ones. Be ye helpers of God: We did not command it We learn from
this verse that although monasticism is not of God, there were true believers among these followers of Jesus
who received their "due reward" in heaven. Historically, monasticism started in the 4th century, although
certain men, such as Paul of Thebes, lived a separate life as hermits in the third century. Anthony of Egypt was
the first to organize even a loose group in AD, and in the Sinai, too, monasticism began about the same time.
The Cave Al-Kahf He discusses various dates which terminate between and AD, and says that the Khalifa
Wathiq AD sent an expedition to examine and identify the locality. Hamidullah mentions this possibility, but
thinks that the passage refers to a time well before Christianity. The Zodiacal Signs Al-Buruj And they
ill-treated them for no other reason than that they believed in God Yusuf Ali also mentions it as one of three
possible explanations. B3], and "becoming the ones who prevailed" [B3]. In addition some true believers
remained even when monasticism was practiced [B4] starting in the 4th century in Egypt. If references [B5]
and [B6] were understood by Muhammad and the people of Mecca in their historical context to refer to
Christians, then these are Quranic attestations that there were true Christians, acceptable to God, in Ephesus
Modern Turkey in AD; and in Yemen in the 6th Century when these Christian Martyrs were burned alive.
Admittedly the verses say nothing about the doctrines of these Christians. But true believers in groups as far
apart as Turkey and Yemen would surely have left copies of their scriptures and writings -- some of which
would have come down to us. If their scriptures had been different from the Torah and the Gospel which we
know today, then we would certainly have found their traces. The City of Saba Saba Italics have been used
for phrases speaking of groups of Jews or Christians at the time of Muhammad spoken of as believers or
unbelievers in order to emphasize that there were always some true believers who would not have changed
their own scriptures. The Originator of Creation Fatir How are they turned away? Those who REJECT the
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Book, and that book with which We sent our apostles, they shall know when the collars shall be around their
necks, and the chains, they shall be dragged along. Winding Sand Tracts Al-Ahqaf When the reading was
finished they returned to their people as warners. The Heifer Al-Baqara 2: Further, it is an explanation of the
Torah and the Gospel "wherein there IS no doubt" [C3], and a guard over it [C13]. I have chosen to translate it
word for word because that gives the sense of the present tense which it has. Sometimes it has the literal
meaning "between or in his hands", but usually it is an idiom for "in his presence", or "in his power", or "in his
possession", or "at his disposal". Examples are "The words are between your hands", meaning "you have the
floor" or "you may speak". In the text Yusuf Ali translates this passage as "worked in front of him", but in a
note he explains, the Jinns "worked under his eyes". With the other verses discussed above from this section
they show that Muhammad acknowledged the existence of a valid Torah and Gospel "under his eyes". The
Star Najm Gives a little, then hardens his heart? What has he knowledge of the unseen so that he can see? The
Spirit of faith came down upon your heart with it that you might be one of the warners in the plain Arabic
tongue. And truly it IS in the Scriptures Zubur of the former people. Has not a clear sign come to them in what
IS in the former pages al-suhuf al-aulla? Gold Adornments Al-Zukhruf The Bee Al-Nahl Some of them are
righteous, and some of them are not. We have tried them with blessings and with adversities in order that they
might return to Us They were called to the Book of God Torah that it might judge between them. Then a party
of them turned aside and declined. He proposed to these Jews to determine the question by actual reference to
their Scriptures, but they refused and went away. I followed Masson D They desire to go for a mutual decision
unto the Taghut an idol ; yet verily they have been commanded in the Torah to disbelieve therein, and Satan
desires to deceive them into a wide deception. The Victory Al-Fath This IS their likeness in the Torah; and
their likeness in the Gospel IS like a seed which sends forth its blade, then makes it strong. It then becomes
thick, and it stands on its own stem, and delights the sower. A man scatters seed on the ground As soon as the
grain is ripe he puts the sickle to it because the harvest has come. You are to take life for life, eye for eye,
tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, burn for burn, wound for wound, bruise for bruise. If any fail to
judge by what God has revealed, they are licentious. If only the People of the Book had believed and been
righteous, we should have blotted out their sins and admitted them to gardens of bliss. If only they had
performed the Torah and the Gospel and all that was revealed to them from their Lord, they would have eaten
from above and from under their feet. Among them is a People umma on the right course, but evil is that
which many of them do Say, "O People of the Book! He appeals to worshiping as the likeness of Muslim
believers which is to be found in the Torah, and alludes to growing seed in the Gospel of Jesus as the likeness
of believers from the Gospel [D20]. One of the commentators, Ibn Ishaq, relates the following Hadith
concerning this passage [D24]. Therefore, I separate myself from your new ideas. You are not founded on
anything until you perform the Torah and the Gospel and what was revealed to you from your Lord. And, even
if it is not a strong hadith, it is an important testimony to the fact that Muslims of the first and second century
of the Hejira knew about a valid Torah and Gospel with them in Arabia. With or without the above hadith, the
24 passages which we have looked at in this section and the 13 from the previous section, make a total of 37
quotations which testify to a true Torah and Gospel being available to the people of Mecca and Medina while
Muhammad was alive. Muslims may claim that the true Torah and true Gospel, which were present in Arabia,
are different from those presently available. But where are they?!? Surely some Muslim would have preserved
such important books in one of the many Muslim libraries found throughout the Islamic world, even if only to
help the Jews and Christians obey the Quranic instruction to "perform the Torah and the Gospel". Moreover,
we would then be able to compare them with the copies which have been preserved by the Jews and
Christians. In fact, this is not the case. No such ancient copies have been preserved by the Muslims. In the
introduction to this chapter I said that a true study of a subject must include all the verses - all the data relevant
to the subject. Some 55 other Quranic passages also speak of the Torah and the Gospel, but since they neither
deny or affirm the presence of these books at the time of Muhammad, only their verse references are listed.
Believe in God and His apostle, and the book which He has sent to His apostle and the book Torah which He
sent down from before. Here are the references, listed from the earliest to the latest: Every reader is free to
look them up and bring one or all of them to the discussion, if he feels that they will change the conclusions.
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2: BIBLE VS QURAN â€” Factual Comparison Of Their Key Differences
Al-Salam-o Alaykum. The Bible is older but the Qur'an is the final and the most complete version of monotheistic
scriptures which was revealed to the last Messenger of God.

Part 9 Who wrote Quran? During the last few weeks we discussed on many issues whether Quran was from
God or not? From where Muhammad got his revelations? Was Muhammad a prophet or not? What type of life
Muhammad lived etc. Muslims say that Bible is not the word of God because it has no known author or that
most of the books of the Bible say, "author - unknown". But careful study of the Bible suggests that there are
many evidences which indicate that the writers of the Bible were prophets and apostles themselves. For
example the first five books of the Bible were written by Moses. Moses writes instructions for the kings of
Israel in Deu And it shall be with him, and he shall read it all the days of his life, that he may learn to fear the
LORD his God and be careful to observe all the words of this law and these statutes, that his heart may not be
lifted above his brethren, that he may not turn aside from the commandment to the right hand or to the left,
and that he may prolong his days in his kingdom, he and his children in the midst of Israel. This Book of the
Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate in it day and night, that you may observe to do
according to all that is written in it. For then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have good
success. Now the question is, who wrote Quran or who was the author of Quran? Hadith tells us that
Muhammad was illiterate and was unable to read or write. So of course Muhammad did not write Quran.
Muslims claim that Muhammad dictated the whole Quran to his followers and many of them memorized the
Quranic verses word by word and later they wrote it down. The bottom line is that no one knows for sure who
wrote the Quran. After the death of Muhammad there was a time when Uthman the third Caliph of Islam
ordered to burn all the copies of Quran except one. It was believed that there were variations in text and
recitation practice of Quran at that time and so Uthman took this step. According to Quran and Hadith,
Muhammad was the last prophet of Islam. So Uthman was not a prophet and we do not know whether he kept
the valid and original Quran or destroyed it? We also do not know how he determined which one was the
correct version of Quran? Muslims claim that Quran was directly given by Allah and Sheikh Ahmed Deedat
the Muslim Scholar and other Muslims have claimed that Quran is the word of God because it was written in
first person speech unlike Bible, where third person speech is used. But the very first chapter of Quran is
written in the third person speech. Thee do we worship, and Thine aid we seek. Show us the straight way, The
way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose portion is not wrath, and who go not
astray. So if we take the word of Muslim Scholars, Quran is not the word of God.
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3: The Bible Led me to Islam - IslamiCity
When expressed as a percentage of cruel or violent verses (at least as marked in the SAB/Q), the Quran has about
twice that of the Bible. ( vs. %)*.

We saw our representatives bow their heads to Allah. Be assured that these two events are not random. They
are calculated by the devil himself. First of all, our God is a Triune God. Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Look at
this passage from the Old Testament: God was telling us from the beginning that He is Triune! I wonder how I
missed this as a Jewish child growing up in the synagogue. I wonder even more how the rabbis explain this.
Allah is one of three in a Trinity: If they desist not from their word of blasphemy , verily a grievous penalty
will befall the blasphemers among them. Not only do they reject this, but they call anyone who believes it a
blasphemer! The worst sin a Muslim can commit is called Shirk. Shirk is the belief that God has a Son. It is
the unforgivable sin in Islam. Commit no excesses in your religion: Nor say of Allah aught but Truth. So
believe in Allah and all His Messengers. It will be better for you: Glory be to him: To Him belong all things in
the heavens and on earth. And enough is Allah as a Disposer of affairs. We must believe that Jesus is God to
be saved! In Islam, the only unforgivable sin is to believe that Jesus is God. Can you see the devil at work
here? Chrislam Pastor Rick Warren and his followers introduced Chrislam to the world. It truly amazes me
that some of our so-called leaders in Christianity can have zero discernment. In an attempt to unite the world,
they are turning their backs on the Bible and the essential doctrines of our faith. My husband and I used to
watch Hillsong services on television. The music was amazing and so worshipful. We thought that Brian
Houston, the pastor of Hillsong, was solid in his teaching. A few months ago we were horrified to see that he
told his congregation that Allah and the God of the Bible were the same. Needless to say, we stopped
watching and listening to him. Most keep it secret. He boldly claims that our God and Allah are one and the
same. The head of the Baptist Association in our area hopped on the Chrislam bandwagon over a year ago. He
spends much of his time with imams and invites them to many Baptist churches. The same churches are
beginning to tell their congregations that our God and Allah are the same. Catholicism has always taught this
lie. This is from the book of Catechism from the Roman Catholic Church: The National Cathedral, where the
Muslim service was held, is an Episcopal church. This is one of the churches mentioned in my previous
article. They teach Replacement Theology , they ordain gays, they detest Israel, and are boycotting products
made there. Obviously, they support the Palestinian cause. So, why should we be surprised that they are now
worshiping Allah? I am SO thankful that there are Christians who still hold fast to the Word of God, no matter
what they hear or read! You are being as the Bereans were: Are YOU in one of these apostate churches? RUN,
do not walk to the nearest exit!
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4: Quran - Koran, Word of God? - Who wrote Quran?:
You could understandably argue that the current portrayal of God in the bible is not the same as the one portrayed in the
Quran. But given the belief in monotheism in Islam, and their belief that the Judaism and Christianity were once the
religions of God, many Muslims would say at least in the past, yes, they worshipped Allah.

On Murder and Violence: Islam both allows and forbids murder and violence, depending on who is the
recipient of the act. These verses distinguish between warfare against pagans, and against Jews and Christians.
Further, make him march in a chain, whereof the length is seventy cubits! This was he that would not believe
in Allah Most High. And would not encourage the feeding of the indigent! So no friend hath he here this Day.
Nor hath he any food except the corruption from the washing of wounds, Which none do eat but those in sin.
Their abode is Hell - an evil refuge indeed" Koran 9: If anyone killed a person not in retaliation for murder or
to spread mischief in the land, it would be as if he killed the whole of mankind. And if anyone saved a life, it
would be as if he saved the whole of mankind" Surah Al-Maaida 5: Allah does not love the aggressors. Indeed
they are the ones who make mischief, but they perceive it not" Surah Al-Baqarah 2: And kill not any old man
nor young boy nor child, nor woman, But be good doers for Allah loves those who do good. Thou shalt not
commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill God destroyed the earth with a flood because of the extent violence had
spread: If anyone on that day turns his back to them, except it be for tactical reasons, or to join another band
he shall incur the wrath of Allah and Hell shall be his home: For Allah loves not those who do wrong. But I
say unto you, do not resist him who is evil; but whoever slaps you on your right cheek, turn to him the other
also. Treachery and lying are forbidden.
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5: Islam and Christianity - A Comparison of the Bible with the Teachings of Muhammad - Koran
The Allah of Islam, however, is definitely not the God of the Bible. For while Muslims passionately defend the unity of
God, they patently deny His triunity. Thus, they recoil at the notion of God as Father, reject the unique deity of Jesus
Christ the Son, and renounce the divine identity of the Holy Spirit.

How could the "inspired words" of God get the genealogy of Jesus incorrect See Matthew 1: Or for that
matter, give a genealogy to Jesus who had NO father? See II Kings Why is it that the words of these verse are
identical? Yet they have been attributed to two different authors, one unknown and the other is Isaiah, who are
centuries apart; and yet, the Christians have claimed these books to be inspired by God. I looked up the word
Easter in the Nelson Bible dictionary and learned that the word "Easter" as mentioned in Acts I think human
hands, all to human, had played havoc with the Bible. From the brief points mentioned above, and the fact that
Biblical scholars themselves have recognized the human nature and human composition of the Bible Curt
Kuhl, The Old Testament: As a side note to this subject, let me mention that some Christians believe that the
Bible was dictated to Prophet Muhammad SAW by a Christian monk, and that is why some of the biblical
accounts are in the Quran. After some research, I found that this could not have happened because there were
no Arabic Bible in existence in the 6th century of the Christian era when Muhammad SAW lived and
preached. Therefore, no Arab, not even Prophet Muhammad SAW who was absolutely unlettered and
unlearned, would have had the opportunity to examine the written text of the Bible in his own language. The
Gospels If you read Luke 1: Incidentally, why does every "Gospel" begin with the introduction According to.
Even the internal evidence of Matthew 9: And he Matthew arose, and followed Him Jesus. It is worth noting,
and well known throughout the religious world, that the choice of the present four "gospels" of the New
Testament Matthew, Mark, Luke and John were imposed in the Council of Nicea CE for political purposes
under the auspices of the pagan Emperor Constantine, and not by Jesus. He was a pagan, a tyrant and criminal
who murdered his son, his wife and thousands of innocent individuals because of his lust for political power.
Constantine ratified other decisions in the Nicene Creed such as the decision to call Christ "the Son of God,
only begotten of the father. The Nicea Council decided to destroy all gospels written in Hebrew, which
resulted in the burning of nearly three hundred accounts. If these writings were not more authentic than the
four present gospels, they were of equal authenticity. Some of them are still available such as the Gospel of
Barnabas and the Shepherd of Hermas which agree with the Quran. The Gospel of Barnabas, until now, is the
only eyewitness account of the life and mission of Jesus. The Protestant have bravely expunged seven whole
books from their word of God. The word "gospel" is recurrently used in the Bible. However, in the New
Testament Greek edition the word Evangeline is used in place of the word gospel, which is translated to mean
good news. Of the 27 books of the New Testament, only a small fraction can be accepted as the words of
Jesus, and only of the 27 books are known to be attributed as the Gospel of Jesus. The remaining 23 were
supposedly written by Paul. Matthew was a tax collector, a minor official who did not travel around with
Jesus. By the way, did you know that the names Marks and Luke were not included in the 12 appointed
disciples of Jesus as mentioned in Matthew Now the names of the twelve apostles are these; the first, Simon,
who is called Peter, and Andrew his brother; James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother; Philip, and
Bartholomew; Thomas, and Matthew the publican; James the son of Alphaeus, and Lebbaeus, whose surname
was Thaddaeus; Simon the Canaanite, and Judas Iscariot, who also betrayed him. He John should not be
confused with John, the disciple, who was beheaded by Agrippa I in the year 44 CE long before this gospel
was written. It should be accepted as a reliable account of the life of Jesus, and whether it should be included
in the scriptures. Christians, as I once did, boast about the Gospels according to Matthew, according to Mark,
according to Luke and according to John. However, if we think about it, there is not a single Gospel according
to Jesus himself. It should be mentioned that Muslims must believe in all Divine scriptures in their original
form, their Prophets and making no distinction between them: It is clearly stated in the Quran 3: However,
none of these scriptures remains in its original form now, except the Quran, which was sent for all mankind
everywhere and for all times. In addition to other reasons why the Quran was sent to mankind, as mentioned in
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The "good news" and the guidance of God for the Children of Israel. There is no place mentioned in the
present four Gospels that Jesus wrote a single word of his Gospel, nor is it mentioned that Jesus instructed
anyone to do so. What passes off, as the "Gospels" today are the works of third party human hands. So woe to
them for what their hands do write, and woe to them for what they earn thereby! However, many references
were found in the Old and New Testaments that mentioned someone other than Jesus as having a divine
Sonship to God. The word "Son" must not be accepted literally because God addresses many of his chosen
servants as son and sons. The Jews have also claimed Ezra to be the Son of God. The New Testament Greek
words used for "son" pias and paida, which mean servant or son in the sense of servant are translated as son in
reference to Jesus and as servant in reference to others in some translations of the Bible. Further, the term
"Father" as used by Jesus corresponds more closely to the term Rabb, i. The New Testament also interprets
"son of God" to be mystical: This mystical suggestion is further supported with Jesus being called the only
begotten Son of God. Thou art my son: Jesus also said that God is not only his Father but also your Father
Matthew 5: Seth, which was the son of Adam, which was the Son of God. It is Melchisedec, King of Salem, as
mentioned in Hebrews 7: He Melchisedec is more unique than Jesus or Adam. Why is he not preferred to be
the Son of God? Moreover, Adam did not have a mother or father, but was the first human being created by
God and in the likeness of God to exist in the Garden of Eden and on earth. I would like to share with you an
obvious contradiction between John 3: And, behold, a certain lawyer stood up, and tempted him, saying,
Master, what shall I do to inherit eternal life? He said unto him, what is written in the law? And he answering
said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and
with all thy mind; and thy neighbor as thyself. And he said unto him, Thou hast answered right: These verses
tell us that the inheritance of eternal life is for anyone who believes and worships no other God, but the One
True God. But if you want to enter into eternal life, keep the commandments. Advertisement In Luke 4: Do
you think that Jesus would rebuke the demons, or anyone else for that matter, for telling the truth? Jesus
rebuked the demons because they were saying something false by calling him the Son of God. Peter answered
saying, "The Christ of God, and Jesus straightly charged them and commanded them to tell no man that thing.
The most conclusive verse that says Jesus is the son servant of man is Mark Jesus specifically said we would
see the son of man, not the Son of God, sitting in the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven.
Glory be to Him! When He determines a matter He only says to it "Be," and it is. The answer is no. For there
is no single, unequivocal statement in the Bible whereby Jesus himself declares, "I am God, therefore worship
me. Christ came, who is overall, the eternally blessed God. Thus, it is the Christians whose efforts will be
wasted in this life as they think they were acquiring good by their works when they attribute partners to God,
as stated in Chapter Shall we tell you of those who lost most in respect of their deeds? Those whose efforts
have been wasted in this life, while they thought that they were acquiring good by their works? Paul should
have made direct reference to the pristine teachings of Jesus, if only the former claim for apostleship by divine
inspiration was indeed true. His epistles were, indeed a product of tedious efforts, but that does not make Paul
far better than any of the other men who authored the Bible, nor does it make him a Prophet. Other practices
that were adopted under Paul included the following: As I come to a close concerning the position of Christ, I
would like to ask my Christian reader bow down and pray earnestly to God and ask Him to invoke His curse
on you, your wife, your sons, and your daughters if what you believe about Christ Christ is God, Son of God
or part of a trinity of God are false. Likewise, I have learned that if you asked a Muslim to earnestly pray to
God to invoke His curse on him, his wife, his sons, and his daughters if what he is saying about Christ
Prophet, Messenger of God, A Word from God are false, the Muslims are firm in their faith knowing that
Christ is not God, nor the Son of God and nor part of a trinity of God. This exercise of asking God to invoke
His curse on you and your family may sound a bit cruel, but it would prove two points: Did any one of the
disciples or the writers of the Gospel see the Crucifixion or the Resurrection? Even Peter forsook Jesus after
the cock crowed three times as Jesus foretold: And he went out, and wept bitterly. However, there is no
statement or account in the Gospels from those women as to what they saw or heard. The disciple s found the
sepulchre where Jesus was laid down, empty, and made the conclusion that he was resurrected because the
disciples and other witnesses saw him alive after the alleged Crucifixion. Nobody saw the moment he was
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resurrected. Jesus himself stated that he did not die on the cross in Luke Early Sunday morning, Mary
Magdalene went to the sepulchre, which was empty. She saw somebody standing who looked like a gardener.
She recognized him after a conversation to be Jesus and wanted to touch him. Jesus said John But they were
terrified and frightened, and supposed that they had seen a spirit. And he said unto them, Why are you
troubled? And why so thoughts arise in your hearts? Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I myself: And
when he had thus spoken, he showed them his hands and his feet.
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6: Biblical and Quranic narratives - Wikipedia
The Quran was written about years after the Bible and affirms the Bible as the word of God, less the alleged Tahrif. By
contrast, the Bible refutes the Quran in its entirety with a stern warning in its final paragraph that nothing is to be added
to or deleted from the Bible.

With that said, the one thing that I do respect and appreciate about the discussion with Alex is that he did bring
scripture to the table, unlike many people that just leave claims without any scripture references to back those
claims. In that regard, many believers can learn a lot from him. Some of the conversation has been reordered
in order to address everything topic by topic vs a play by play response, because it did go from subject to
subject and back again. I believe in the Bible, but I also believe that there are historical truths in other books
such as the Quran, Book of Mormon, etc. However, while I do view other books as valuable for historical
reference, I do not put the same stock in them spiritually as I do scripture. If we all did that, we could avoid
many of the false teachings that people attempt to push. With that being said I am inclined to share truth as
God has allowed me to discern it. I notice that people have difficulty worshiping and believing in God without
humanizing the All mighty. From the beginning Genesis we notice the initial humanization of the Most High:
Then God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because in it He rested from all His work which God had
created and made. King David said something similar in the book of Psalms , revealed to him by the Highest:
Error 1 â€” Disregarding What The Bible Says Anyone that claims a book has errors and then still attempts to
use it in a debate has already failed their debate. Why use it at all? Error 2 â€” Assumption of The
Humanization of God The statement that human beings have a hard time worshiping or believing in God
without humanizing him is a little backwards. This is an incorrect line of thinking. It explains that humans are
gods made in the image of God, and will be ultimately transformed into immortal beings with abilities similar
to what Christ exhibited after his resurrection. Christ addressed what he and the Father do, and not what
mankind was told to do. The purpose of the Sabbath is also explained in the book of Mark: Therefore the Son
of man is Lord also of the sabbath. The claim that Christ was correcting what Moses wrote in Genesis has no
real basis. He was correcting the misunderstanding of the Pharisees, and not scripture. Muslims want to use
the Bible in an attempt to prove parts of the Quran. Muslims want to disregard any portion of the Bible that
disproves the Quran. If Christ was telling the truth, then the Quran is a lie when it denies that he is equal to
God. Believers in the Quran should clear that up if they want to be taken seriously when it comes to their
version of Biblical interpretation. I believe there is a verse in revelations that refutes your Galatians verse:
Saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory to him; for the hour of his judgment is come: Certainly fits
the description, this is exactly what is preached in Quran. And for the record, you have to believe in Jesus to
be Muslim and you have to believe he is the Messiah to be Muslim. This is the same gospel that is referenced
times in scripture. Alex strips several things from context here. The only way around the straight forward
reading is to change angels into something else, change flying into something else, and ignore all references to
what the everlasting gospel is. The following 6 angels are LITERAL angels, which means that in context
angel 1 would be a literal angels as well, and not a prophets in the future. This is easily proven to be false by
simply reading what the angel preached: We know this because Christ is called the creator multiple times all
over the Bibleâ€¦ a message which the Quran does NOT teach, which is more proof that the Quran is a
different Gospel. The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by him; and without him
was not any thing made that was made. We can also verify that this is not a different gospel because of how
Christ identifies himself. Mine hand also hath laid the foundation of the earth, and my right hand hath spanned
the heavens: The denial of Christ as the son of God and savior of mankind is a different gospel. So therefore, it
is beyond a stretch to claim that the angel in Revelation is preaching a different gospel simply because one
wants to twist scripture to suit their own belief. The problem is with an angel that may or may not be Gabriel,
pushing a blasphemy that denies Christ as the son of God and the saviorâ€¦ which as was pointed out earlier, is
clearly taught in the Bible. Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of
righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works. The only way around that curse is if the Bible is a
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lie, which means using it to defend or try to prove the Quran is pointless. If it is true, then we must also admit
that anything received from that angel is cursed, and so are those that follow and preach the false doctrine
contained within the pages. Error 7 â€” Lack of Understanding The book of Revelation deals with the last days
on earth. It has nothing to do with the Quran at all whatsoever. Those that try to push this false belief have
clearly ignored the books of Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Joel, etc. Nothing in the Bible has anything to do with
the coming of Muhammad. The False Teaching of Multiple Creations People that quickly skim the Bible
without reading for understanding, often fall into the trap of completely making things up. One such thing is
the false teaching of multiple creations. In Genesis there are 2 creation stories of Adam man. So God created
man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them. And God
blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: And
God said, Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all the earth, and every
tree, in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat. And to every beast of the earth,
and to every fowl of the air, and to every thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have given
every green herb for meat: And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the
evening and the morning were the sixth day. But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole
face of the ground. And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life; and man became a living soul. So If man is made in the image of God then logically it is our
soul that is made in that image, not our bodies. Genesis 2 is a more detailed description of the day 6 creation.
Job 38 is a more detailed description of all the days of creation. John 1 is a more detailed description of
Genesis 1: We run into trouble when we fail to read the ENTIRE text for context, and immediately espouse a
belief based on a single verse or even a few verses. According to the words that Alex himself provided from
Genesis 2: Alex also claims that these verses do not mean that God had a body, and yet we see God creating
humans with both body and spirit. The fact is God himself describes his body parts all over the Bible: God has
a mouth: Human beings look similar to God. In addition to that, having a body does not make one a man or a
human. Angels Animals Insects All have body parts, but none of them are human. When you do it to an even
more severe degree. Like how I cross referenced these verses: Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor
the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads. It is the mark that is received on the
forehead who frequently prostrates to their Lord. Cherry picking is finding a single verse WITHOUT context
and then attempting to use it to prove your point regardless of the context of the rest of the textâ€¦ similar to
what Alex did in his arguments about the creation, the Sabbath, and here again in reference to the seal of God.
Error 11 â€” Ignoring Clear Explanations Revelation 7 explains itself in detail, so how Alex came up with his
interpretation of who the sealed of God are can only be found in the deception of the Quran or the deception of
Islamic teachings. There are some Christian denominations that get it wrong as well. He intentionally stripped
the context in order to make it fit his preconceived belief. This is error and self deception. Israel is not
Ishmael, so there is no connection to anything remotely related to Islam, the Quran, or anyone from the lineage
of Ishmael in these verses. After being corrected, Alex then responded with the following: I will address your
rebuttal. I am in agreement with you about the seal being a protection from God, and that is clearly stated in
the verse I referenced. We disagree in who receives the seal. In Islam, we have what is called the mark of
prostration which is given to a person who sincerely and humbly bows and prostrates to their Lord. It is not
necessarily a physical marking on the forehead; some scholars think it is more of a light or radiance that is
found on the face of that person. However, an actual discoloration can occur on the forehead dependent upon
the surface the person prostrates on. In Islam, we believe that the mark of prostration is protection from the
fire. However, we differ on who the true worshipers are. I do apologize for the confusion. And as long as you
are willing to maintain a conversation with me, I will attempt to answer your rebuttals and questions as
thoroughly as I am able, and as my Lord has granted. Cain also shows repentance in his words, which is why
God placed a mark of protection over him read the entire chapter for context. While Alex is right about the
mark being placed on believers, at no point do we see Cain receiving the mark because he was a prostrate
worshiper. And to the others he said in mine hearing, Go ye after him through the city, and smite: Slay utterly
old and young, both maids, and little children, and women: Then they began at the ancient men which were
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before the house. The people that are sealed are upset about what is going on, but there is no mention of
prostration or Muslims.
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7: Apologetics Press - Allah vs. the God of the Bible
The Word of God in Islam and Christianity. When it comes to the Bible and Qur'an, it is easy for Muslims and Christians
to talk past one another. Christians believe the Bible is the Word of God and Muslims believe the Qur'an is the Word of
God.

Belief in the scriptures revealed by God is the third article of Islamic faith. We can identify four main reasons
for the revelation of scriptures: God reveals Himself and explains the purpose of human creation through
revealed scriptures. At the present time, the Quran revealed to our Prophet Muhammad, may the mercy and
blessings of God be upon him, is the only scripture to remain safe from corruption. They are not allowed to
oppose or overstep it. A Muslim firmly believes that divinely revealed books were actually revealed by the
Compassionate God to His prophets to guide mankind. Muslims uphold and respect the following scriptures:
Fourth, Islam affirms that God revealed the Quran as a witness over the previous scriptures and confirmation
of them, because He says therein: Original Scriptures and the Bible We must distinguish between two matters:
No divine scripture exists today in the original language it was revealed in, except the Quran. The Bible was
not revealed in English. These multiple translations were done by people whose knowledge, skill, or honesty
is not known. As a result, some bibles are larger than others and have contradictions and internal
inconsistencies! The Quran, on the other hand, is the only scripture in existence today in its original language
and words. Not one letter of the Quran has been changed since its revelation. It is internally consistent with no
contradictions. It is today as it was revealed years ago, transmitted by a rock-solid tradition of memorization
and writing. Unlike other sacred texts, the entire Quran has been memorized by almost every Islamic scholar
and hundreds of thousands of ordinary Muslims, generation after generation! The previous scriptures
essentially consist of: The stories, prophecies, and news in the Bible read in churches and synagogues today
are partly true and partly false. These books consist of some translated fragments of the original scripture
revealed by God, words of some prophets, mixed with explanations of scholars, errors of scribes, and outright
malicious insertions and deletions. Quran, the final and trustworthy scripture, helps us sort out fact from
fiction. For a Muslim, it is the criterion to judge the truth from the falsehood in these stories. If we were to
assume the law, that is the lawful and the prohibited, contained in the previous books did not suffer corruption,
the Quran still abrogates those rulings, it cancels the old law which was suitable for its time and is no longer
applicable today. The Holy Quran The Quran is different from other scriptures in the following respects:
Nothing similar to it can be produced by human beings. Just as the Prophet Muhammad is the last prophet, the
Quran is the last scripture. On the other hand, previous scriptures suffered alteration and distortion and do not
remain in their originally revealed form. The Law of the old scriptures is no longer applicable; the previous
rulings have been abrogated with the new Law of Islam.
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8: Bible or Quran? Quiz
According to the Quran, the Bible is the Word of God. The Quran says, " we bestowed on him (Isa) the Gospel wherein
is guidance and a light, confirming that which was (revealed) before it in the Torah" (Qs ).

Its liturgical context is seen in a number of passages, for example: The latter two terms also denote units of
revelation. Islamic tradition relates that Muhammad received his first revelation in the Cave of Hira during one
of his isolated retreats to the mountains. Thereafter, he received revelations over a period of 23 years.
According to hadith and Muslim history, after Muhammad immigrated to Medina and formed an independent
Muslim community, he ordered many of his companions to recite the Quran and to learn and teach the laws,
which were revealed daily. It is related that some of the Quraysh who were taken prisoners at the Battle of
Badr regained their freedom after they had taught some of the Muslims the simple writing of the time. Thus a
group of Muslims gradually became literate. As it was initially spoken, the Quran was recorded on tablets,
bones, and the wide, flat ends of date palm fronds. The agent of revelation is mentioned as the "one mighty in
power", [36] the one who "grew clear to view when he was on the uppermost horizon. The Quran describes
Muhammad as "ummi", [39] which is traditionally interpreted as "illiterate," but the meaning is rather more
complex. Medieval commentators such as Al-Tabari maintained that the term induced two meanings: For
example, according to Fakhr al-Din al-Razi , if Muhammad had mastered writing and reading he possibly
would have been suspected of having studied the books of the ancestors. Some scholars such as Watt prefer
the second meaning of "ummi" â€” they take it to indicate unfamiliarity with earlier sacred texts. The verse
was revealed after the Prophet finished delivering his sermon at Ghadir Khumm. The first caliph, Abu Bakr d.
Zayd ibn Thabit d. Thus, a group of scribes, most importantly Zayd, collected the verses and produced a
hand-written manuscript of the complete book. The manuscript according to Zayd remained with Abu Bakr
until he died. In about , the third Caliph Uthman ibn Affan d. That text became the model from which copies
were made and promulgated throughout the urban centers of the Muslim world, and other versions are
believed to have been destroyed. Despite this, he made no objection against the standardized Quran and
accepted the Quran in circulation. However, the faint washed-off underlying text scriptio inferior is still barely
visible and believed to be "pre-Uthmanic" Quranic content, while the text written on top scriptio superior is
believed to belong to Uthmanic time. The manuscript is written in Hijazi script , an early form of written
Arabic.
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9: Which is more violent, the Bible or the Quran?
Is the Bible or the Quran the Word of God? If Jesus did not die on the cross, then the Bible can't be the Word of God. On
the other hand, if Jesus was crucified and died on the cross, then can the Quran be the Word of God?

An honest and objective reading of both the Quran and the Bible reveals a significant clash between the two
both in terms of how to conceptualize God, as well as in their respective depictions of the behavior of deity.
Allah says and does things that the God of the Bible did not and would not say or do. All do so with the
exception of Iblis i. And remember when thy Lord said unto the angels: So the angels fell prostrate, all of them
together save Iblis. He refused to be among the prostrate. What aileth thee that thou art not among the
prostrate? Then go thou forth from hence, for verily thou art outcast. This characterization of deity is
completely unacceptable. This one incident alone illustrates that Allah is not the God of the Bible. The God of
the Bible simply would not do what the Quran says He did. Numerous Bible verses convey the complete
improprietyâ€”even blasphemyâ€”that the worship of a mere human constitutes. Humans are forbidden to
worship other humans Acts Humans are forbidden to worship angels Colossians 2: And, most certainly,
angels are not to worship mere humans. The Law of Moses declared that worship is to be directed to God
Deuteronomy 6: When Satan tempted Jesus, and Satan urged Jesus to worship him, Jesus quoted the
deuteronomic declaration from the Law of Moses, and then added His own divine commentary: No one, and
no thing, is the rightful object of worshipâ€”except deity! Satan recognized that not only should angels not
worship humans, but in view of his own angelic condition, Adam occupied a status that was beneath his own
accelerated, celestial existenceâ€”a fact affirmed by the Bible: We are happy to grant permission for items in
the "Islam and Other World Religions" section to be reproduced in part or in their entirety, as long as the
following stipulations are observed: For catalog, samples, or further information, contact:
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